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1. According to the scheme in the article, “Leave no stone 
unturned”:

A. For just $1,250, the investor could purchase an ATM 
machine.

B. The investor would earn about 50 cents to 75 cents per 
ATM transaction.

C. The ATM machines would be placed on street corners 
and near malls.

D. The company would do all the work maintaining the ATMs.

2. According to the scheme in the article, “Leave no stone 
unturned”:

A. A small piece of information buried in a pile of evidence 
eventually led to the apprehension and the subsequent 
prosecution of the suspects.

B. Searches in public records didn’t yield assets such as 
houses, cars and boats.

C. Ultimately, gaining the cooperation of the interviewees 
wasn’t integral to the prosecution.

D. An interview with a fugitive in Mexico didn’t convince him 
to return to the U.S.

3. According to the article, “8 steps to evaluate risks of 
bribery and corruption”:

A. The FCPA appears to have a broader jurisdictional reach 
than the U.K. Bribery Act.

B. When educating on ABAC policies, consider a mixture of 
web-based training for senior employees and live training 
for all others, including third parties.

C. Risk assessment is really the key in launching a successful 
ABAC program.

D. Incorporate a policy on ABAC due diligence in any  
contemplated merger, acquisition or joint venture.

4. According to the article, “8 steps to evaluate risks of 
bribery and corruption,” the FCPA prohibits direct and 
indirect bribe paying through third parties and also re-
quires U.S. and non-U.S. companies with securities listed 
in the U.S. to meet its accounting provisions.

A. True

B. False

5. According to the article, “Case management software: 
The key to optimal investigative teamwork”:

A. Over the last few years, CMSs for fraud examiners still 
haven’t matured.

B. CMSs come in three flavors.

C. If you have finished an investigation or plan to send it to 
an outside service, the CMS is still your best tool.

D. The CMS also is invaluable to managers for coordinating 
a fraud examination team’s activities and workload and 
for keeping senior executives apprised of what they  
need to know.

6. According to the article, “Case management software: 
The key to optimal investigative teamwork”:

A. “A CMS is a repository that brings together and organizes 
dissimilar information,” says Jim Butterworth, CFE.

B. “Make sure your CMS includes the features that allow  
you to share your results with all parties, including  
management and law enforcement,” says Ryan Hubbs, 
CFE, CSSA, CIA.

C. “The best CMSs include the ability to make scatter shots 
and plot GPS maps,” says Leah Lane, CFE.

D. “Don’t pick a CMS in a vacuum. Talk with other CFEs,” 
says Jim Butterworth, CFE.

7. According to the article, “Mary Jane betrays the boss 
and embezzles $400,000,” often fraudsters don’t  
consciously realize it, but they psychologically seek 
release from the stress of ongoing frauds and often 
express feelings of remorse.

A. True

B. False

8. According to the article, “Mary Jane betrays the boss 
and embezzles $400,000”:

A. Based on interviews, the author’s team found that Mary 
Jane was pleasant, cheerful and willing to share her duties.

B. Inexplicably, Mary Jane wasn’t living beyond her means.

C. Employees told the author’s team that Mary Jane began 
having an affair with a manager, Robert, from another 
department during the time she was embezzling.

D. In her confession testimony, Mary Jane cites her  
daughter’s and stepson’s illnesses as reasons for the  
asset diversion.

9. According to the article, “European fraudsters say pay 
up or your computer and files are goners!”:

A. Ransomware follows the traditional pattern of scareware 
but with less vigor.

B. Ransomware seldom collects and transmits PII from the 
moment of installation.

C. Ransomware never uses extortion tactics.

D. Traditional scareware threatens damage, but some forms 
of ransomware actually carry out the threats by deleting 
files even if the victim does pay up.

10. According to the article, “European fraudsters say pay 
up or your computer and files are goners!” some  
ransomware programs don’t even bother with scare 
tactics; they simply lock or encrypt computer files and 
demand a ransom to restore access.

A. True

B. False
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Select the correct answers and mail to the ACFE with four 
other completed quizzes published within the last 24 months 
and the CPE Quiz Payment Form (see next page).
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